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BEC-KITS, HAMBURGER HOCHBAHNWAGEN, Wagen-Nr. 220

We recommend that the modeller obtains a colour photograph of the prototype to determine the
exact car to be modelled. The decals enclosed with the kit also allow the replica of the freight car
number 179 and the rail car number 8040.  Study the drawing carefully, read the instructions and
have a dry run to familiarise yourself with the various parts.  Assemble the kit with a modern,
quick-drying epoxy resin glue or a Cyanoacrylate superglue.  This kit can be soldered together,
BUT this is not recommended unless you are  VERY experienced with a temperature-controlled
soldering iron.  Use a file or sharp modelling knife to remove the burrs and smooth out any rough
spots. 

Paint as many of the parts as you can before assembly.  Be careful not to paint any edges/surfaces
where glue is to be applied.  Cut the glazing strip to cover the inside of all the window areas and
fit inside before assembly, being careful not to foul the bonding surfaces of the parts to be glued
together.

Assembly Instructions
1 For unmotorised bogies, use a drop of Cyanoacrylate glue to attach the male press stud (9) to

the top of the unmotorised bogie (10) and glue the female press stud (8) in the socket in the
bogie bolster (7), with the springs aligned fore and aft, parallel to the body sides. 
For motorised Tenshodo bogies, glue the nut (23) into the centre car floor (4).

2 Place the axles (11) in the unmotorised  bogie (10), check that they turn freely and glue the
retaining plate (12) in place. Pay attention to the correct position of the isolated axles.

3 Glue the two car end walls (2) together with the sides of the car body (1), make sure that they
are seated correctly and at right angles.

4 Attach the middle floor of the car (4) and the end floors (5) in the places provided.
5 Install the driver's cabin walls (16 & 17) (omit these parts for the 8040 car). Install the control

desks (18).
6 Now paint the inside of the car body. Cut and glue the glazing when the paint is dry (Evostik

impact glue or white PVA glue is suitable for this).
7 Stick the compressed air system (15) and the switch boxes (14) to the underside of the centre

carriage floor (4).
8 Stick  the  headlamps  (24)  to  the  body  ends  (2)  and the  destination  boxes  (25).  The  exact

location can be found in the colour photo.
9 Glue  the  bogie  sideframes  (13)  to  the  unmotorised or  motorised bogies  (10  & 21),  being

careful not to get glue on the axles or mechanism.
10 Insert the bogie bolster (7) for the unmotorised bogies.
11 Click the unmotorised bogie (10) into the bogie mount (7), with a little Vaseline as lubricant.

It should turn freely. Attach the motorised bogie (21) to the centre carriage floor (4) with the
screw (22) and the bracket from the Tenshodo bogie fittings.

12 Insert the dummy couplings (19) or ROCO short couplings (20) (not supplied) into the clutch
holder plates (6) and attach these parts below the end floors of the car.  Check the operation
of the car on some sample model railway track.

13 Glue the roof (3) on the car body.
14 Now paint the unpainted parts and check that no unpainted surfaces remain.  If so, paint as

appropriate.  Add the waterslide decals that match your particular car.  The car is now ready
for service, and we hope that you have enjoyed constructing this model.  Every care has been
taken in checking and packing this kit.  Should any part be missing or defective, please return
only the incorrect part for free replacement.



How the cars ran in service

During the green/yellow colour epoch, there were train sets of 1 to 6 cars. Among others, the cars
176-180, 219, 220 and 238 had two driver's cabins. Car 179 ran from 1943 to 1947 in grey livery as a
freight car. In cream/red painting only the cars 177 and 220 kept two driver's cabins. At that time,
a 2-car train was the shortest unit, the longest train consisted of 8 cars. Car 177 was a rail works car
from July 1959 and 179 car joined it in 1963 (later car numbers 8040 and 8041 in orange livery).

The vast majority of Hamburg subway cars had only one driver's cabin. In order to facilitate the
conversion to a "normal" subway car, we have briefly outlined the external changes below.

Please cut and file away the dashed areas. The destination box and the headlamps are omitted on
the driverless end. Make sure that the roof end with the maximum current switch (box next to the
roof vent) is on the end with the remaining driver's cabin.

Colour of car 220 up to 1949 from 1949
Roof salmon red to brownish black red brown Humbrol 70
Rain gutter; Body, upper half dark green, Humbrol 88 cream, Humbrol HR 114
Car body, lower half yellow, Humbrol 24 red, Humbrol 60
Car body underframe including buffer, bogies, switch boxes and compressed air system
  black grey, Humbrol 92
Car body, inside reddish brown reddish brown
Car doors, inside brown silver grey, later yellow
Driver’s cab inside beige beige
Floors brown brown, later grey
HHA-Emblem not present cream
The design of the ornamental lining can be found in the colour photo.

Colour of car 8040
Roof salmon red to brownish black
Rain gutter; car body orange
Car body underframe including buffer, bogies, switch boxes and compressed air system  

grey
HHA-Emblem black

Colour of goods car 179
Roof and car body, chassis medium grey
Large windows between the doors medium grey
Lettering "Güter-Verkehr" on the two grey painted centre windows white

We would like to  thank Herr  Helmut Gieramm from Lüneburg,  whose drawings and photos
helped us to design this kit.
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